
Chesapeake Bay Trust 

Frequently Asked Questions relating to the Community-Based Organization Capacity Building 

Initiative (CBO-CBI) 

Technical Assistance (TA) Services for the Resiliency through Restoration Initiative (RRI) and 

Watershed Assistance Grant Program (WAGP) 

 

Request for Proposal (RFP) found here: Bidder Opportunities - Chesapeake Bay Trust (cbtrust.org)  

The Initiative is in partnership with Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and the funding is 

supplied by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

 

Q: Regarding the geographic area - will TA be expected to travel throughout the state?  

A: Yes, the TA will be expected to work with groups throughout the state identified by the connector 

group(s). 

 

Q: Will the TA be expected to do any training and/or capacity building with the community based group? 

Or simply help support the technical aspects of grant application (feasibility assessment, preliminary 

design concepts, performance computations, grant writing)? 

A: In the RFP, Deliverable C – A report summarizing the results of a pre- and post-survey, developed by 

the consultant, demonstrating increased understanding of how to identify viable projects and associated 

BMPs, knowledge of available financial resources, and comfort and ability with grant writing among at 

least ten (10) of the identified groups. 

 

Parameters have not been placed on how the TA(s) would meet this deliverable, so the TAs can propose 

in their narrative how this would be fulfilled.  

Q: Can we apply to this RFP in joint-venture with another entity?  
A: As there are federal dollars associated with this opportunity, any contractor leading the submission 
would have to include partner entities as sub-contractors within the proposed budget. If you already 
have an organization on-call that was selected through a competitive call for services, you could use that 
contractor as a sub-contractor. If not, you would need to select sub-contractors by receiving at least 
three estimates for the proposed work before work begins. 
 
Q: Will more than one Technical Assistance provider be selected for this project?  
A: Potentially, depending on proposed bids received and how they meet the criteria.  
 
Q: What is the target geographic area for the community based groups?  Will the Technical Assistance 

provider(s) work within a geographic focus area (i.e. regional or county-based) or will they be expected 

to work statewide with groups co-identified by the Connector Groups?  

A: The intent is that the TA will work statewide with groups identified by the connector group(s).   

https://cbtrust.org/grants/bidder-opportunities/


Q: Will technical assistance providers be excluded from bidding on future design work, should a WAGP 

or RRI grant be awarded?  

A: No, the TA providers will not be excluded from bidding on resulting design work. For WAGP, if the 

grant proposal is funded with federal dollars the project will have to have three estimates, as usual, 

before proceeding forward with design work.  

Q: How will the TA go from 20 groups initially consulted to 10 grant applications? Does the Trust have a 

pre-determined system by which they would like the contractor to select which of the groups consulted 

will received technical assistance, or will it be up to the technical assistance contractor to determine 

how to select the groups?  

A: It will be up to the TA to determine project viability based on the initial site assessment. There is an 

understanding that not every site will be viable for a project or fit the parameters of the grant RFPs. 

Trust staff is available to discuss if the site is a fit for the grant programs if necessary.  

Q: Who will be responsible for developing the commitment form described in the “connector groups” 

RFP, the technical assistance contractor, the connector group contractor, or the Trust?  

A: The Connector Group  

Q: Will the technical assistance contractor be responsible for identifying project sites for further 

evaluation?  Or will the connector group contractor and/or the Trust determine the sites prior to the 

technical assistance contractor providing consultation (e.g., site assessment & recommendations for 

specific BMP implementation at the property)?  

A: The Connector Group will provide a list of a minimum of 20 organizations who meet eligibility 

requirements to apply to WAGP or RRI and have committed to work with the TA with the intent to 

apply. That list of organizations/contacts will be passed to the TA, who will then provide initial 

consultation for the sites.   

Q: What size projects (funding amount) are anticipated to be developed into WAG/RRI proposal 

requests as part of this initiative?  

A: This will depend on the interested applicants and what is viable at their sites. There have not been 

parameters placed around required funding level or specific types of projects (of the eligible project 

types for the programs).  

Q: Will TA Offerors be move favorably evaluated if proposing to bring more than the 10 organization 

minimum through the grant application stage? 

A: A minimum of 10 groups are expected to be engaged through application, it is at the discretion of 

Offerors to determine if their budget allows for additional groups to be engaged. The bids will be 

reviewed and will consider price and hours devoted to the project. Applicants that demonstrate 

competitive price and hours for the outcomes proposed will be prioritized. Proposed approach will be 

looked at in tandem with cost.  


